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The Ability Guide sets out the full rules for each Weakness and Ability, whereas the cards contain only a summary 
of this information.

When there is a conflict between wording on a card and the information in the Ability Guide, the description in the 
Ability Guide takes priority.

WEAKNESSES
1. Attack Last
2. Can be Dispelled
3. Cannot use (x) Items
4. Enemy Bonus to Hit
5. Fearful
6. Hit & Run
7. Slain After Attacking
8. Restricted Healing
9. Vulnerable to (x)

1. ATTACK LAST
Creatures that have this weakness act last in each combat 
round.

 ◆ These creatures use “Attack Last” Action Markers.
 ◆ Attack Last cannot be overridden by an Item, Power or  
  Spell, unless the Item, Power or Spell specifically states  
  to the contrary.
 ◆ Heroes that have this weakness can equip an Item that  
  has the “First Strike” Ability. They gain no benefit from  
  the First Strike and will still Attack Last, but may  
  benefit from other Item properties.
 ◆ Powers and Spells that confer “First Strike” may be  
  played on creatures with this weakness. They gain no  
  benefit from the First Strike and will still Attack Last,  
  but may benefit from other properties of the Power or  
  Spell.
 ◆ If an “Attack Last” Power or Spell is played on an  
  enemy, it overrides First Strike from any source, unless  
  specifically stated to the contrary.

Curses that inflict Attack Last on an enemy are 
particularly effective against Warlords that have First 
Strike, such as the Elf and Guildmaster.

2. CAN BE DISPELLED
Any creature with this penalty may be instantly destroyed by 
specific Items, Powers, Spells or by the “Dispel” Event. 
 ◆ Any creature that is dispelled is immediately   
  discarded.

Illusionary creatures are created by some Conjuration 
Spells.

Creating an extra Unit in the middle of combat can 
be decisive! Extra Units may be joined to an existing 
combatant column, or placed in a vacant column and 
added to the combat.

Some Elemental creatures also have this weakness, 
indicating that they are bound against their will to 
serve a player, and may be banished by dispelling 
cards.

3. CANNOT USE (X) ITEMS
Any Hero with this penalty cannot equip specific Items, such 
as “Cannot use Armor, Shield or Weapon Items”.
Some creatures cannot equip any Items at all. 

4. ENEMY BONUS TO HIT
The creature is easier to hit with Melee and Ranged attack 
rolls.  
 ◆ The number indicated is added to the roll required.

For example, a PR 8 enemy that is attacking a creature 
with “Enemy Bonus to Hit (4)” will only miss on a roll 
of 12 (as a roll of 12 will always miss, other than when 
rolling for attacks that automatically hit).

5. FEARFUL
The creature is terrified at the prospect of entering combat. 
 ◆ After Initiative is rolled, the enemy immediately  
  checks to see whether the creature breaks from fear  
  and flees the battle.
 ◆ Any creature fleeing in this manner is discarded.
 ◆ It is up to the enemy to note that a creature with  
  Fearful is present. The “Fearful” check cannot be rolled  
  after the first attack roll is made.

Fearful is not checked if a creature with the weakness is 
added to a fight after the first combat round, for example 
via the Reinforcements Power.

CARDS vs THE ABILITY GUIDE
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6. HIT & RUN
This weakness appears on some Bandits. 
 ◆ It is checked at each End of Round, to see whether the  
  Bandit flees to the Bandit Pool.
 ◆ The player being attacked by the Bandit rolls the die to  
  see whether the Bandit flees.
 ◆ This is checked even if the Bandit is in a player  
  army.

Any Bandit fleeing to the Bandit Pool keeps their 
current Health.

8. RESTRICTED HEALING
This weakness is innate to any creature with Energy Drain, 
Invulnerable, Regenerate, Reprisal or Resurrect.
 ◆ The creature cannot be healed by any means (other  
  than innate Energy Drain or Regenerate), unless  
  a card specifically states that it may affect creatures  
  with Restricted Healing (such as the Wandering  
  Healer).
 ◆ Creatures with Restricted Healing can still be cured of  
  Poison and Deadly Poison by any means (for example  
  by use of the Healing Ability).
 ◆ These creatures may not equip any Item, or have an  
  Event, Power or Spell played on them, if the card  
  grants the creature additional points of Health (unless  
  specifically stated to the contrary).
 ◆ Any creature that has extra Health from an Event,  
  Item, Power or Spell and then acquires Restricted  
  Healing retains the extra Health. This Health is lost  
  first when hit and cannot be recovered, unless the card  
  states to the contrary.
 ◆ All Abilities that impose Restricted Healing are Major  
  Abilities.

7. SLAIN AFTER ATTACKING
This rare and terrible weakness is found on certain creatures 
that have been bred to hurl themselves in suicidal fury upon 
their enemies, an act that inevitably destroys themselves in 
the process. 
 ◆ Once the creature makes its attack it is slain and  
  discarded, irrespective of the outcome.

Remember that in order to claim a victory against 
such a creature, a player must still have a surviving 
combatant.

If all combatants are killed off by an attack from the 
Grŭshnark Wandering Monster, for example, the combat 
ends without a victor on either side.

9. VULNERABLE TO (X)
This weakness indicates that the creature takes additional 
damage from some attacks, such as from Acid Damage 
attacks, Fire Damage attacks or from Poison.
 ◆ The creature may suffer either 1 additional damage  
  per damaging attack (or from Poison at the End  
  of Round), or suffer double damage from each  
  damaging attack, as indicated on the card.

Artist MAtthew MelMeth  © 2016 GAMes lAb pty ltd  FAt040A

chaoticbandit1VICTORY

• First Strike        
• Hit & Run (10+) 
• Steal Enemy Item (1/combat, 1-9) 
 Roll 1-9 to steal an Item on an enemy combatant.  
 If the Rogues have a Hero in their column, the Item
 is passed to the Hero (discard otherwise).       

7 3BANDIT UNIT
Rogues

Artist MArk russell  © 2016 GAMes lAb pty ltd  elF028A

goodelementalelder

• Attack Last, Cannot use Items
• Vulnerable to Fire (+1 from Fire Damage)
• Hit Column         
• Double Damage           
• Automatic Hit (Were, Undead) 
• +1 PR to Elf Unit     

MEVENEMC

11 7HERO
Forest master Kiriol
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1. Acid Damage
2. Attack Thrice
3. Attack Twice
4. Attack Twice/Thrice in 1st Round
5. Automatic Hit in 1st Round
6. Automatic Hit (x)
7. Backstab
8. Bonus To Hero
9. Breath Weapon
10. Camouflage
11. Cannon Fodder
12. Counter Fortifications
13. Crush Fortification
14. Dark Healing
15. Death Magic Immunity
16. Deadly Poison
17. Double Damage
18. Double/Triple Damage Against (x)
19. Double/Triple Damage in 1st Round
20. Elemental Magic Immunity
21. Energy Drain 
22. Enthral 
23. Fear
24. Fire Damage
25. First Strike
26. Follow Through
27. Harmful Spell Immunity
28. Healing
29. Healing Immunity
30. Hero Bonus

31. Hit Column
32. Hit Multiple
33. Immune to Acid Damage
34. Immune to Fire Damage
35. Infiltrate
36. Invulnerable
37. Lycanthropy
38. Mastery
39. Melee/Breath Weapon
40. Melee/Mortal Terror
41. Melee/Spell
42. Mentalism Immunity
43. Mortal Terror
44. Paralyze
45. Plague Bearer
46. Poison
47. Ranged Attack 
48. Raise Dead
49. Reflect Spell
50. Regenerate
51. Reprisal
52. Resurrection
53. Scout
54. Spell Immunity (x)
55. Spell Power
56.  Steal Enemy Item
57. Triple Damage
58. Turn to Stone
59. Vigilance
60. Withdraw

ABILITIES
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1. ACID DAMAGE
This indicates that the creature inflicts Acid Damage, with 
Melee/Ranged attacks, with a Breath Weapon or with Reprisal 
damage (indicated on the creature’s card).
 ◆ Acid Damage cannot be regenerated via Regenerate.
 ◆ Creatures that inflict Acid Damage are inherently  
  immune to Acid Damage themselves.

2. ATTACK THRICE
The creature rolls 3 die when attacking, with each being a 
separate attack.
 ◆ All attacks must be against the same creature, and of  
  the same type (Melee or Ranged).
 ◆ Where a creature that has Attack Twice acquires Attack  
  Thrice from an Item, Spell or Power, Attack Thrice  
  takes precedence.
 ◆ Attack Thrice is a  Major Ability.
 ◆ Attack Thrice in limited circumstances (such as against  
  one race or in the first round only) counts as a   
   Major Ability.

3. ATTACK TWICE
The creature rolls 2 die when attacking, with each being a 
separate attack.
 ◆ Both attacks must be against the same creature, and  
  must be of the same type (Melee or Ranged).
 ◆ Attack Twice is a  Major Ability.

4. ATTACK TWICE (OR THRICE) IN  
 1st ROUND
The combatant gains Attack Twice or Attack Thrice (as 
specified on the card) in the first round of combat. 
 ◆ After the first combat round they lose this advantage. 
 ◆ If they elect to use a different action in the first round  
  of combat, such as using an Ability, they forfeit the  
  advantage.

5. AUTOMATIC HIT IN 1st ROUND
The creature will automatically hit with every Melee or 
Ranged attack made in the first round of combat. 
 ◆ Attacks are still rolled to see if a Critical Hit occurs.
 ◆ If the creature elects to use a different action in the  
  first round of combat, such as using an Ability, they  
  forfeit the automatic hit advantage.

7. BACKSTAB
This confers a combat bonus in the first round of combat, but 
only if the player wins Initiative.
 ◆ If winning Initiative, the creature receives a 2, 4 or 6  
  bonus to their attack die roll (as defined on the card),  
  but only with a Melee attack.
 ◆ The attack will inflict a Critical Hit on a natural roll  
  of 1-2 if they have a 2 point Backstab bonus, on a 1-3  
  if they have a 4 point bonus or on a 1-4 if they have a 6  
  point bonus.
 ◆ After the first combat round there is no bonus. If the  
  creature elects to use a different action in the first  
  round of combat, such as using an Ability, they forfeit  
  the Backstab advantage.

Legendary and Elder Items, Powers and Spells may have 
less than the indicated number of Major Ability Stars.

6. AUTOMATIC HIT (X)
The creature will automatically hit with every Melee or Ranged 
attack made against a specific creature type or alignment. 
 ◆ Attacks are still rolled to see if a Critical Hit occurs.
 ◆ Automatic Hit against 2 or more types or alignments  
  is a  Major Ability.

Artist MAtthew MelMeth  © 2016 GAMes lAb pty ltd  GUi031A

neutralelder

• First Strike        
• Infiltrate 
	 Korosoth	suffers	no	enemy	Fortification	penalties.
• Backstab (+2, Critical on 1-2) 
• Triple Damage in 1st Round
• +1 PR to Guildmaster or Bandit Unit                                                                                                                                      

11 4HERO
Korosoth the deadly

8. BONUS TO HERO
Only Units may have this Ability. 
 ◆ It confers a PR bonus to the Hero/Warlord in that  
  Unit’s column, as long as the Hero/Warlord is of the  
  same race or as otherwise identified on the card.
  

9. BREATH WEAPON
The creature has a Breath Weapon attack that can be 
employed one or more times per combat.
 ◆ If the Breath Weapon may be employed more than  
  once per combat, it cannot be used in consecutive  
  combat rounds (i.e.: it may be used in the first round  
  and then in the third round). 
 ◆ Breath Weapons target a Unit or unprotected
  Hero/Warlord, and instantly hit the whole column.
 ◆ Breath Weapons may also inflict Fire Damage,
  Acid Damage, Poison, Deadly Poison or Paralyze, as  
  indicated on the card.
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13. CRUSH FORTIFICATION
The creature has the option to direct their attack for a combat 
round against an enemy Fortification. 
 ◆ Only one attack roll is allowed, even if the creature  
  normally has multiple attacks or would normally gain  
  an attack from another source, such as a Power card.
 ◆ A normal attack roll is made, applying only the  
  defensive value of the Fortification. 
 ◆ If the attack hits, the Fortification is destroyed.
 ◆ The defender cannot apply defences that reduce  
  damage, such as the Flesh Wound Power, but can  
  use defences that completely void the attack or shield  
  the defender, such as the Shield Event.
 ◆ The attack roll can be modified by normal means, such  
  as adjusted with an appropriate Power, or Automatic  
  Hit or Critical Hit Events.

14. DARK HEALING
This ability is inherent to Units, Heroes or Warlords that have 

 (Death Magic) spell casting ability. 
 ◆ This Ability can be used as the creature’s action for a  
  round (or as a Spell phase action if they have Melee/Spell).
 ◆ The Ability may be used to fully heal a single Chaotic  
  alignment creature that is present in this combat (it  
  may be used on another player’s army, for example  
  when two players are allied (formally) with one  
  another).
 ◆ Dark Healing may alternatively be used to cure  
  Poison (but not Deadly Poison).
 ◆ Dark Healing cannot heal creatures with Restricted  
  Healing, other than to cure Poison.
 ◆ Combatants with the Ability may use it at the end of  
  a victorious combat, if they did not use it during the  
  combat, but again only to heal a Chaotic combatant  
  (not another creature from the army that was not  
  present in the fight).

11. CANNON FODDER
Creatures with this Ability must be slain by the enemy before 
they can strike other targets with damaging attacks.
 ◆ The owning player must identify that they have a  
  Cannon Fodder creature in their army, before attack  
  rolls are made, if they want the Ability to apply.
 ◆ Non-damaging attacks, such as Curses, may still be  
  targeted at other combatants before the Cannon  
  Fodder creature is destroyed.
 ◆ If a Cannon Fodder creature is introduced to combat  
  at an End of Round, the Ability applies in the next  
  round.

12. COUNTER FORTIFICATIONS
When the creature is present in a combat, the defensive value 
of enemy Fortifications is reduced to zero.
 ◆ All other benefits arising from the Fortification are  
  also voided while the Counter Fortifications   
  combatant is present.
 ◆ Counter Fortifications only functions for 
  the owning player (in a 3 or 4-player game   
  Fortifications will still function against any   
  army that does not have a Counter Fortifications  
  combatant).

10. CAMOUFLAGE
If a creature with this Ability is present in a combat, the 
owning player rolls 2 dice when rolling for Initiative, 
choosing the best.
 ◆ The owning player rolls 2 dice at the start of the  
  game when deciding which player goes first, if they  
  deployed a creature with Camouflage in their initial  
  army.

Artist rhodri MccorMAck  © 2016 GAMes LAb pty Ltd  eLF056A

neutralelementalheroic

• Attack Last
• Vulnerable to Fire (take double)
• Camouflage Roll 2 dice for Initiative
• Double Damage (Triple Damage vs Chaotic)
• Crush Fortification
• Immune to:          Spells, Fear, Mortal TerrorMM

9 5UNIT
treants

Artist Kurt PArton  © 2016 GAmes LAb Pty Ltd  Wer016A

chaoticheroic

• First Strike         
• Double Damage in 1st Round        
• Dark Healing (1/combat) 
• Withdraw (1-6)
 Option to flee combat to a vacant Unit position in
 the army at each End of Round, roll 1-6.        

DMMEVENEMC

9 3UNIT
changelings
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15. DEATH MAGIC IMMUNITY
The creature is immune to harmful Death Magic  Spells.

16. DEADLY POISON
This Ability confers a chance to poison an enemy of up to 
an indicated PR, upon a damaging Melee, Ranged, Breath or 
Spell attack.
 ◆ The victim is marked with a Poisoned Marker. 
 ◆ Damage must be inflicted by the attack in order to  
  inflict the Deadly Poison.
 ◆ The poison only takes effect at the end of this combat  
  round, when the victim is slain, unless they have  
  been cured in the interim. 
 ◆ Conjured, Demon, Ethereal and Undead targets are  
  immune.
 ◆  Deadly Poison is a  Major Ability.

17. DOUBLE DAMAGE
The creature inflicts a base 2 points of damage on a hit. 
 ◆ Double Damage is a  Major Ability.

18. DOUBLE (OR TRIPLE) DAMAGE  
 AGAINST (X)
The combatant gains Double Damage or Triple Damage (as 
specified on the card) against specific creatures only (such as 
the Treants, which inflict Triple Damage against Chaotic foes).
 ◆ Triple Damage against (x) is a  Major Ability.

19. DOUBLE (OR TRIPLE) DAMAGE  
 IN 1st ROUND
The combatant gains Double Damage or Triple Damage 
(as specified on the card) in the first round of combat.
 ◆ After the first combat round they lose this advantage. 
  If they elect to use a different action in the first round  
  of combat, such as using an Ability, they forfeit the  
  advantage.
 ◆ Triple Damage in 1st Round is a  Major Ability.

20. ELEMENTAL MAGIC IMMUNITY
The creature is immune to harmful Elemental Magic 
Spells.

21. ENERGY DRAIN
When a creature with this Ability scores a damaging hit upon an 
enemy, any damage the attacker has suffered is instantly healed. 
 ◆ This does not apply to hits scored on Conjured,  
  Elemental, Ethereal or Undead enemies, or creatures  
  with Reprisal. 
 ◆ Energy Drain automatically incurs the Restricted  
  Healing weakness.
 ◆ Energy Drain cannot be combined with Invulnerable.
 ◆ Energy Drain is a  Major Ability.

22. ENTHRAL
This Ability causes a selected enemy of up to the indicated PR 
to switch sides, joining the attacker’s army.
 ◆ Unless stated otherwise, Enthral can be used once per  
  combat, in place of all other actions for a combat  
  round.
 ◆ The victim must immediately be placed in a column  
  that is currently in combat (if possible), or in an extra  
  column in the army if not (if one is available). 
 ◆ The extra column is added to the current combat.
  If this condition cannot be satisfied, the creature is  
  discarded. 
 ◆ The victim may attack in the round after it was  
  enthralled. 
 ◆ All cards currently on the victim remain in place. 
 ◆ Enthral will not affect Conjured, Undead, Warlords or  
  those with Mentalism Immunity/immune to  Spells.
 ◆ Enthral lasts for the duration of the game. 
 ◆ When the enthralled creature is slain, they are placed  
  in the owning player’s discard pile.
 ◆ Enthral is a  Major Ability.

23. FEAR
Creatures with Fear impact all enemies that are in combat 
against them that are up to the indicated PR. 
 ◆ Fear inflicts Attack Last on all creatures that are affected.
 ◆ Enemies with First Strike that are impacted lose their  
  First Strike and are inflicted with Attack Last. 
 ◆ Enemies afflicted remain Attack Last for the duration  
  of the round, if the creature with Fear is slain in  
  that round. They are not afflicted in subsequent  
  rounds.
 ◆ Conjured, Demons, Undead, Warlords and creatures  
  immune to  Spells are not affected.
 ◆ Fear is a  Major Ability.

Artist MArk russell  © 2016 GAMes lAb pty ltd  Wer058A

chaoticwere dragonelder

• Enthral (up to PR9, 1-9) 
 1/combat as only action for a round. Roll 1-9 to 
 force an enemy to swap sides.
• Breath Weapon (Fire) 
 1/combat, inflict 1 Fire Damage on column.        
• Immune to: Fire Damage & Breath Weapons

MEVENEMC

11 4UNIT
the weredrake
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27. HARMFUL SPELL IMMUNITY
The creature is completely immune to all harmful Spells.

28. HEALING
This ability is automatically granted to any Unit, Hero or 
Warlord that has  (Healing) spell casting ability. 
 ◆ This Ability can be used as the creature’s action for  
  a round (or as a Spell phase action if they have 
  Melee/Spell).
 ◆ The Ability may be used to fully heal a single Good  
  or Neutral alignment creature that is present in this  
  combat (it may be used on another player’s army,  
  for example when two players are allied (formally)  
  with one another.
 ◆ Healing may alternatively be used to cure Poison  
  (but not Deadly Poison).
 ◆ Healing cannot heal creatures with Restricted  
  Healing, other than to cure Poison.
 ◆ Combatants with the Ability may use it at the end  
  of a victorious combat, if they did not use it during  
  the combat, but again only to heal a Good or  
  Neutral combatant (not another creature from the  
  army that was not present in the fight).

29. HEALING IMMUNITY
The creature is immune to harmful Healing  Spells.
 ◆ Harmful  Spells are designed to strike Undead,  
  Were or Chaotic enemies.

30. HERO BONUS
This is a standard Ability for all Heroes and Warlord. 
 ◆ It confers a PR bonus to the Unit in that Hero/Warlord's 
  column, as long as the Unit is of the same race  
  as the Hero/Warlord (other than Mercenary Heroes,  
  who apply their bonus universally).
 ◆ Guildmasters also apply this bonus to Bandits.
 ◆ Werewolves also apply this bonus to Were creatures.

26. FOLLOW THROUGH
If the creature slays an enemy Unit, 1 point of damage plus 
any surplus damage, is immediately applied to the enemy 
Hero/Warlord in the same column. 
 ◆ Damage inflicted on the Unit is summed if the  
  attacker struck more than once in Melee. 
 ◆ Any special powers like Lycanthropy and Raise  
  Dead combine with Follow Through if both Unit  
  and Hero are slain with the attack. These Ability  
  rolls are checked against each victim in succession. 
 ◆ Any Instant Kill strike on the Unit will kill the  
  Hero/Warlord.
 ◆ Abilities such as Destroy Item on Hit function in  
  conjunction with Follow Through.
 ◆ Follow Through cannot be combined with Hit Column.

Artist rhodri MccorMAck  © 2016 GAMes LAb pty Ltd  GUi051A

neutralethereal dragonelder

• First Strike        
• Breath Weapon (Poison, any PR) 
 May be used each round to Poison a column, causing  
 1 damage at each End of Round. Some Special Body  
 Types immune.
• Immune to: Breath Weapons

11 5UNIT
Shadow drake

24. FIRE DAMAGE
This indicates that the creature inflicts Fire Damage with 
Melee/Ranged attacks, with a Breath Weapon or with 
Reprisal damage (indicated on the creature’s card). 
 ◆ Each Fire Damage hit inflicts an extra point of  
  damage, or double damage, to creatures that are  
  Vulnerable to Fire.
 ◆ Fire damage cannot be regenerated via the   
  Regenerate Ability. 
 ◆ Any creature that has a Fire Damage attack is 
  automatically immune to Fire Damage.

25. FIRST STRIKE
The creature will always attack in the First Strike combat phase, 
with their action entirely resolved before normal phase combat.
 ◆ First Strike is a  Major Ability.

Artist MArk russell  © 2016 GAMes lAb pty ltd  Gui030A

neutralheroic

• Melee/Spell
  Melee and/or cast a Spell in the same round.  
• Reflect Spell (1-6) 
 Roll 1-6 to reflect any harmful Spell cast at the
 Keepers or their column back at the caster.             
• Healing (2/combat)

HMEVENEMC

8 3UNIT
Keepers of secrets
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32. HIT MULTIPLE
The creature is able to attack multiple different targets with 
their attacks. 
 ◆ Hit Multiple is a  Major Ability.

33. IMMUNE TO ACID DAMAGE
The creature is impervious to Acid Damage attacks.
 ◆ Any Acid Damage attack causes no damage to the  
  creature.
 ◆ No Extra Damage, Double Damage, Triple Damage  
  or similar Abilities, Events, Spells, Items or Powers  
  function against them if they are struck by an Acid  
  Damage attack.
 ◆ A natural “1” roll does not inflict extra damage and  
  no Instant Kill chance is allowed. 

34. IMMUNE TO FIRE DAMAGE
The creature is impervious to Fire Damage attacks. 
 ◆ Any Fire Damage attack causes no damage to the creature.
 ◆ No Extra Damage, Double Damage, Triple Damage  
  or similar Abilities, Events, Spells, Items or Powers  
  function against them if they are struck by a Fire  
  Damage attack.
 ◆ A natural “1” roll does not inflict extra damage and no  
  Instant Kill chance is allowed.

35. INFILTRATE
The creature suffers no penalties from enemy Fortifications. 
 ◆ No extra powers of the Fortification apply against the  
  character, such as  Immunity.
 ◆ The Fortifications still function normally against other  
  combatants.

31. HIT COLUMN
Attacks from creatures that have this Ability will cause 
damage to both the Unit and Hero/Warlord in the target 
column.
 ◆ The attack is carried out against the Unit only, with any  
  hit automatically damaging the Hero/Warlord in  
  the column for the same amount of damage that the  
  Unit sustains. 
 ◆ If the Unit manages to void or negate the attack,  
  or otherwise reduce damage to nil, then the
  Hero/Warlord takes no damage.
 ◆ Any special powers like Lycanthropy and Raise  
  Dead combine with Hit Column if both Unit and  
  Hero are slain with the attack. These Ability rolls  
  are checked against each victim in succession. 
 ◆ Abilities such as Turn to Stone also function in  
  conjunction with Hit Column.
 ◆ Hit Column is a  Major Ability.

Artist rhodri MccorMAck  © 2016 GAMes LAb pty Ltd  GUi053A

chaoticetherealvery rare

• Can be Dispelled      
• Restricted Healing                           
• Infiltrate 
• Energy Drain 
 Fully healed if damaging an enemy in Melee (other  
 than hits on Conjured or Undead).   

MEVENEMC

8 4UNIT
Shadow ServantS
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40. MELEE/MORTAL TERROR
The creature may attack in Melee as well as use its Mortal 
Terror Ability in the same round, or optionally perform only 
one of these actions.
 ◆ When performing both a Melee attack and using  
  Mortal Terror, these attacks may be made against  
  different targets. 
 ◆ The attacks may be in any order.

41. MELEE/SPELL
The creature may attack in Melee as well as cast a Spell, or 
optionally perform only one of these actions. 
 ◆ The Spell action may be:
   ■ Use an innate Spell (such as from a Mercenary  
    like the Frenzied Magi), or
   ■ Play a Spell card from the player’s hand, or
   ■ Use the Healing Ability, or
   ■ Use the Dark Healing Ability, or
   ■ Use a Spell Scroll, Wand or similar Item  
    that allows the casting of a Spell.  
 ◆ When performing both a Melee attack and using an  
  attacking Spell, these attacks may be made against  
  different targets. 
 ◆ The actions may be in any order.

38. MASTERY
This is a special Ability only possessed by the Guildmaster 
Warlord. It allows the Guildmaster to try to take control of 
any Bandit encountered. 
 ◆ A Mastery chance is checked when the Guildmaster is  
  confronted by a Bandit, as long as the Warlord is a  
  combatant.
 ◆ It is checked at the outset of combat, prior to making  
  any Initiative roll.
 ◆ If the roll is successful, the Bandit must be placed in  
  front of the Guildmaster Warlord if possible, or in an  
  extra column in the army if not.
 ◆ The extra column is added to the current combat.
  If this condition cannot be satisfied, the creature is  
  added to the player’s hand.
 ◆ A successful Mastery does not count as a victory over  
  the targeted Bandit.
 ◆ The Guildmaster Mastery roll is made against each  
  Bandit encountered, if the Bandit Pool joins combat. A  
  different roll is made per Bandit enemy.

39. MELEE/BREATH WEAPON
The creature may attack in Melee as well as use its Breath 
Weapon Ability in the same round, or optionally perform 
only one of these actions.
 ◆ When performing both a Melee attack and using a  
  Breath Weapon, these attacks may be made against  
  different targets. 
 ◆ The attacks may be in any order.

37. LYCANTHROPY
When a creature with this Ability slays an enemy in Melee 
combat, there is a chance that the victim becomes a Were 
creature and joins the attacker’s army. 
 ◆ All cards on the victim are discarded.
 ◆ The victim is restored to full Health.
 ◆ The victim loses any  (Healing) spell casting, and  
  also loses any Healing Ability.
 ◆ The victim is marked Chaotic and Were for the  
  duration of the game, via a Were Marker.
 ◆  The card is marked with a Roaming Card Marker, to  
  prompt its return once discarded.
 ◆ The victim must immediately be placed in a column  
  that is currently in combat (if possible), or in an extra  
  column in the army if not (if one is available). 
 ◆ The extra column is added to the current combat.
  If this condition cannot be satisfied, the creature is  
  discarded. 
 ◆ The victim may attack in the round after it was raised. 
 ◆ Conjured, Demon, Elemental, Ethereal, Undead and  
  Warlords are immune. 
 ◆ When the Were creature is slain, it is placed in the  
  owning player’s discard pile.
 ◆ Lycanthropy is a  Major Ability.

36. INVULNERABLE
The creature is almost impervious to Melee and Ranged 
attacks, suffering only 1 point of damage per hit. 
 ◆ No Extra Damage, Double Damage, Triple Damage  
  or similar Abilities, Events, Spells, Items or Powers  
  function against them. 
 ◆ A natural “1” roll does not inflict extra damage and no  
  Instant Kill chance is allowed. 
 ◆ The Invulnerable Ability automatically incurs the  
  Restricted Healing weakness. 
 ◆ Spells and Abilities such as Breath Weapons still inflict  
  full damage against the Invulnerable creature.
 ◆ Invulnerable is a  Major Ability.

Artist MArk russell  © 2016 GAMes lAb pty ltd  elF053A

gooddragonelder

• Melee/Breath 
• Breath Weapon (Lightning, Paralyze 1-9) 
 May use once per 2 rounds (e.g.: 1st and 3rd).
 2 damage on column, roll to Paralyze each foe.
• Healing (1/combat)
• Immune to: Breath Weapons

HMEVENEMC
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48. RAISE DEAD
When a creature with this Ability slays an enemy in Melee 
combat, there is a chance that the victim becomes an Undead 
and joins the attacker’s army. 
 ◆ All cards on the victim are discarded.
 ◆ The victim is restored to full Health.
 ◆ The victim loses any  (Healing) spell casting, and  
  also loses any Healing Ability.
 ◆ The victim is marked Chaotic and Undead for the  
  duration of the game, via a Undead Marker.
 ◆ The card is marked with a Roaming Card Marker,  
  to prompt its return once discarded.
 ◆ The victim must immediately be placed in a column  
  that is currently in combat (if possible), or in an extra  
  column in the army if not (if one is available). 
 ◆ The extra column is added to the current combat.  
  If this condition cannot be satisfied, the creature is  
  discarded. 
 ◆ The victim may attack in the round after it was reanimated. 
 ◆ Conjured, Demon, Elemental, Ethereal and Warlords  
  are immune.
 ◆  When the Undead creature is slain, it is placed in the  
  owning player's discard pile.
 ◆ Raise Dead is a  Major Ability.

47. RANGED ATTACK
This Ability allows a creature to target protected Heroes.
 ◆ The creature may choose to direct their attacks as a  
  Ranged Attack against a Hero that has a Unit in front  
  of them.
 ◆ Normal restrictions on attacking the Warlord still  
  apply. The Warlord cannot be targeted directly until all  
  other combatants are slain.
 ◆ The creature may still target Units and unprotected  
  Heroes with either Melee or Ranged Attacks.
 ◆ Creatures that have Ranged Attacks are immune to  
  Reprisal.

45. PLAGUE BEARER
When this creature is present in an army it will confer a 
penalty to any enemy army that draws the Pestilence Event. 
 ◆ Die rolls to survive the disease are made with a 1, 2 
  or 3 point die roll penalty, as indicated on the card. 
 ◆ Only the largest penalty in an army is taken into  
  account, whether from Ability, Items, Powers or  
  Spells.

46. POISON
This Ability confers a chance to poison an enemy of up to 
the identified PR upon a damaging Melee, Ranged, Breath or 
Spell attack that inflicts Poison.
 ◆ The victim is marked with a Poisoned Marker. 
 ◆ The poison only takes effect at the end of each combat  
  round for this combat only, with the victim taking 1  
  point of damage at each End of Round until they are  
  slain or the combat ends.
 ◆ Damage occurs only after any End of Round cards are  
  played.
 ◆ The end of combat is an End of Round (one damage is  
  sustained before combat ends).
 ◆ Poison does not persist beyond the combat (ends  
  when combat ends)
 ◆ Conjured, Demon, Ethereal and Undead targets are immune.

43. MORTAL TERROR
The creature may use Mortal Terror against a selected Unit or 
Hero of up to the indicated PR once per combat, in place of 
all other actions for a combat round (unless they have Melee/
Mortal Terror).
 ◆ The target is instantly slain if the Ability attempt is  
  successful.
 ◆ Conjured, Demons, Undead, Warlords and creatures  
  with Mentalism Immunity/immune to  spells are  
  not affected.
 ◆ Mortal Terror is a  Major Ability.

44. PARALYZE
When the creature scores a damaging hit upon an enemy of 
up to the indicated PR, the enemy struck will be paralyzed. 
 ◆ The victim is marked with a Paralyze Marker.
 ◆ A paralyzed victim cannot act in the combat round  
  in which they are struck (if they have not yet acted),  
  and suffers Attack Last in the next combat round.
 ◆ This overrides First Strike.
 ◆ This Ability will not affect Conjured, Elemental,  
  Ethereal or Undead creatures.
 ◆ Some Spells and Breath Weapons also instantly inflict  
  Paralyze.

42. MENTALISM IMMUNITY
The creature is immune to harmful Mentalism  Spells.
 ◆ Creatures with Mentalism Immunity are also   
  automatically immune to Fear and Mortal Terror.

Artist DAne MADgwick  © 2016 gAMes LAb pty LtD  eLF004A
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• Attack Twice     
• Ranged Attack 
• Immune to: Reprisal 
• Bonus to Hero (Elf, +1 PR) 
 Enhance the PR of the Hero/Warlord in the Ancient  
 Archer’s column by 1, if they are an Elf.
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52. RESURRECT
The creature has the indicated chance to instantly return to 
life once per combat, upon being slain. 
 ◆ If the chance is successful, the creature is returned to  
  full Health and may act at the end of this combat  
  round, even if they have already acted. 
 ◆ The killing blow still forces the creature to discard any  
  cards on them at the time.
 ◆ Resurrect automatically incurs the Restricted  
  Healing weakness. 
 ◆ Resurrect is a  Major Ability.

53. SCOUT
While a creature with this Ability is in the army, all hidden 
cards in enemy armies are turned face up, and any further 
cards added are placed face up. 
 ◆ The owning player may also roll 1-4 to view any Add  
  to Hand card when it is drawn by the opponent.
 ◆ The player with Scout has the option to tell other  
  players of the Add to Hand card, in 3 and 4-player  
  games.
 ◆ Cards that have been revealed in the enemy army  
  remain face up if the creature is subsequently
  discarded.
 ◆ Add to Hand cards already in the opponent’s hand are  
  not viewed.
 ◆ Scout is voided if a creature in the enemy army has the  
  Vigilance Ability.

54. SPELL IMMUNITY (X)
The creature has a chance to suffer no ill effects from any 
harmful Spell that hits them or their column. 
 ◆ The Spell may still strike other creatures if it has an  
  area effect that extends beyond one column.

50. REGENERATE
The creature has inherent healing that restores it to full 
Health at the end of any combat round in which it has been 
damaged, but not slain, unless it has suffered Poison, Fire or 
Acid damage in this combat. 
 ◆ Damage of all types cannot be healed by regeneration  
  if the creature suffers any Poison, Fire or Acid damage  
  in the combat. 
 ◆ Regeneration automatically incurs the Restricted  
  Healing weakness. 
 ◆ Regenerate cannot be combined with Invulnerable.
 ◆ Regenerate is a  Major Ability.

51. REPRISAL
The creature has a body type or an aura that causes damage to 
those that touch it, either Reprisal (Acid), Reprisal (Fire) or 
Reprisal (Poison). 
 ◆ Unless an attacking Melee creature is immune to  
  Reprisal, the attacker will suffer the same points of  
  damage that they inflict on the creature (for Acid and  
  Fire only). 
 ◆ Poison infects the attacker upon a damaging hit, causing  
  damage as per the Poison Ability, with no PR restriction.
 ◆ Ethereal creatures are immune to Reprisal (Poison).
 ◆ Reprisal automatically incurs the Restricted Healing  
  weakness. 
 ◆ Any creature that has Reprisal is automatically immune  
  to Acid Damage, Fire Damage or Poison, as applicable.

49. REFLECT SPELL
The creature has an indicated chance to reflect any harmful 
Spell at the time that it is cast on them. 
 ◆ The original caster becomes the new target of the  
  Spell, which is treated as having the original caster’s  
  PR for the purposes of what it can affect.

Artist MAtthew MelMeth  © 2016 GAMes lAb pty ltd  FAt026A
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• Enemy Bonus to Hit (2)
• Vulnerable to Fire & Acid (take double)
• Restricted Healing
• Attack Twice
• Regenerate Heal at End of Round, unless taking 
     Poison, Fire or Acid damage in this combat.

9 4WANDERING MONSTER
Giant trolls
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• First Strike         
• Scout 
 All cards in enemy armies are revealed and new cards  
 are placed face-up. Roll 1-4 to view any Add to Hand  
 cards drawn by opponents.
• +2 PR to Kilop’s Unit

7 3MERCENARY HERO
Kilop, Horselord
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60. WITHDRAW
This Ability can only be optionally used at any End of Round. 
 ◆ It confers an indicated chance to flee a combat and  
  return to the army. 
 ◆ If the creature withdraws from a column that has  
  another creature in it, the withdrawing creature must  
  be placed in another column in the army. If this  
  cannot be done, the creature cannot withdraw.
 ◆ A Warlord may only withdraw if they do not have a  
  Unit in their column.
 ◆ Withdraw cannot be used in Final War. 
 ◆ This Ability may be attempted every combat round.
 ◆ If the withdrawing character is the only creature in the  
  column, any Fortification they have is discarded.

55. SPELL POWER
This Ability enhances damage inflicted from any damaging 
Spell cast by the creature. Spell Power (+1) adds 1 point of 
damage and Spell Power (+2) adds 2 points. 
 ◆ Spell Power may increase damage from Spells of just  
  one field, such as Spell Power ( only, +1)
 ◆ Spell Power is a  Major Ability.

57. TRIPLE DAMAGE
The creature inflicts a base 3 points of damage on a hit. 
 ◆ Where a creature that has Double Damage acquires  
  Triple Damage from an Item, Spell or Power, Triple  
  Damage takes precedence.
 ◆ Triple Damage is aMajor Ability, unless against  
  one creature type only. 
 ◆ Against a single creature type it counts as a  Major Ability.

58. TURN TO STONE
When this creature scores a damaging Melee hit in combat, 
the victim is turned to stone and instantly slain, as long as 
they are of equal or less PR than the attacker. 
 ◆ This will not affect Ethereal enemies. 
 ◆ Creatures slain by Turn to Stone cannot be resurrected  
  via Lycanthropy or Raise Dead Abilities. 
 ◆ Turn to Stone can be combined with Follow Through  
  and Hit Column.
 ◆ Turn to Stone is a  Major Ability.

59. VIGILANCE
When a creature with this Ability is present in the army, it 
voids any enemy Scout Ability.
 ◆ The column with the Vigilance creature is immune to  
  Steal Enemy Item, as are adjoining columns.
 ◆ Having a creature present in the army with this  
  Ability immediately voids the Theft Event if the  
  player draws it.

56. STEAL ENEMY ITEM
This Ability may be used once per combat as the creature’s 
only action for a combat round, in an attempt to steal a 
selected Item from an enemy Hero or Warlord. 
 ◆ The chance of success varies from 1-3 on a die to  
  automatic, as indicated.
 ◆ A Hero or Warlord stealing an Item will equip it if they are  
  legally allowed to do so, even if they cannot make use of it. 
 ◆ The thief is allowed to discard an Item in order to  
  equip an Item that they have stolen, if they already  
  have 2 Items equipped.
 ◆ If the Item is stolen by a Unit, the Item is equipped by  
  the Hero/Warlord in the column (if possible). 
 ◆ If these conditions cannot be met, the Item is dicarded.
 ◆ Restrictions on targeting protected Heroes and an enemy  
  Warlord do not apply to the Steal Enemy Item Ability.
 ◆ Stolen cards are marked with a Roaming Card Marker  
  and returned once discarded or at the end of game.

Artist rhodri MccorMAck  © 2016 GAMes LAb pty Ltd  FAt027A
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• Turn to Stone
 A damaging attack by the Gorgons instantly slays the  
 victim. Ethereal creatures and those of a higher PR  
 than the Gorgons are immune. 

8 3WANDERING MONSTER
GorGons
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• First Strike  
• Steal Enemy Item (1/combat, 1-6)
 Roll 1-6 to steal an enemy combatant’s Item, as the  
 Master Thieves’ only action that round. The
 Hero/Warlord in the Master Thieves’ column equips  
 the Item if possible, discard otherwise.

7 3UNIT
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NEW ABILITIES: COMING 2017!
Raise Zombies

Zargul the Black

Bolster Fortifications

Prungrast

Shield Wall

Dwarf Infantry

Reprisal (Acid)

Acid Elementals

Destroy Item on Hit

Lord Melmeth

Resist Curse

Archmages

Counter Thieves

Prince Tergrath

Lead into Gold

Alchemists

Hit Multiple (Hit Any)

Ancient Hydra

Berserker

Wadrat

Healed by Fire

Phoenix

Necromancy

Vitali, Queen of the Dead
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Zuroth lowered his outstretched arms and turned from 
the scintillating sphere that now floated gently above the 
Vendril stronghold. 
As one, the assembled lords and ladies dropped to a knee, 
their staves and shields clashing in salute at what the last 
free son of Valom had wrought.
“From the chaos shall emerge order,” Zuroth said intently. 
“Let the curse of the High Races travel to a New Age, that 
its corruption may be to no avail.”
He motioned and an imposing knight and a queenly 
maiden stepped forward, the mighty orb that was the Gem 
of Making floating between them.
“Eranai,” Zuroth continued, “by the bidding of my 
sleeping brother, you shall accompany my daughter and 
start anew. Build with Darna a place where evil has no 
foothold.”
Darna smiled softly as the warrior bowed to Zuroth, and 
then without another word they touched the glowing 
sphere and were gone.
Seconds after they departed the sky above the Vendril city 
was split by a cascading wave of red and green energy, the 
shockwaves hurling the assembly to the ground.
Zuroth alone stood unmoved, his face hardening as he 
watched the dark horde emerge and commence their 
attack. 
He tightened the grip on his ornate staff as a colossal 
black-clad knight materialized before him.
“You are too late, son of Culoth,” he intoned, “they are 

INTO A NEW AGE
gone and where they are, you cannot follow. None of your 
kind may pass this threshold.”
He raised a hand and the sphere behind him began to 
close, ever so slowly.
“Greetings, uncle, it has been far too long,” the titan scoffed. 
“But you should know by now that no portal of light can 
withstand the darkness... behold!”
He leveled his spear and a hailstorm of creatures switched 
from their assault upon the Vendril and threw themselves 
bodily at the gateway.
Zuroth watched impassively as the massed waves 
obliterated themselves without effect, but Culothian did 
not seem perturbed.
“Impressive,” he murmured, “but futile. Evil can be borne 
in many forms, even in one of your own.”
Zuroth spun around in sudden realization at his folly, 
too late to stop the Vendril lord Taras from touching the 
doorway between the ages before it was sealed.
Taras vanished with the sphere, leaving behind only 
Zuroth’s despairing cry and Culothian’s mocking laughter.
The dark one’s words echoed through the age, “In your 
pathetic vessel I have encased the seed that will grow into 
the mightiest of my offspring, one that will consume your 
own and the fetid son of Asaloth. Your plan has bought 
you time, but that is all. The Beast will succeed, the Gem 
will return and the glorious malevolence that is my father 
will at last be freed!”
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1) Winner of Initiative chooses a First Strike combatant  
 that has not yet acted, if there is such a combatant in  
 the fight.
2) Chose the action:
  ➢ Melee attack
  ➢ Ranged attack
  ➢ Use an Ability
  ➢ Cast a Spell
  ➢ Use a charged Item
3) If applicable, choose the target.
4) The enemy then repeats steps 1-3 for one of their own  
 First Strike combatants, if available. 
5) Alternate until all First Strike combatants have acted.
6) Repeat for each Normal Phase combatant and then each  
 Attack Last combatant.

CHOOSE ATTACKER & ACTION

This is the default action. If no other action is available, a 
combatant must attack an enemy in Melee.

The attacker may target any enemy:
 1) Unit (this includes Bandit and Wandering   
  Monster Units), or
 2) An unprotected Hero (a Hero that has no Unit in  
  front of them), or
 3) Warlord, but only if the Warlord is the last remaining enemy.

Note that creatures that have Melee/Breath Weapon, 
Melee/Mortal Terror or Melee/Spell may conduct one or 
both of these actions in a round.

Combatants with these Abilities may conduct the actions in 
either order.

MELEE (CHOOSE A TARGET)

QUICK COMBAT GUIDE

➢ A natural roll of “12” is always a miss.
➢ A natural roll of “1” is always a hit.

◆ One die is rolled for each attack.
  i. “Attack Twice” = 2 simultaneous die rolls 
  ii. “Attack Thrice” = 3 simultaneous die rolls
  iii. Each roll is a separate attack.
  iv. All attacks must be directed against the same enemy.

◆ Each hit inflicts 1 damage on the victim.
  i. “Double Damage” = 2 damage 
  ii. “Triple Damage” = 3 damage
  iii. Remove a Health Token from the victim for each  
   point of damage sustained.
  iv. Any creature reaching 0 Health is slain and discarded.

◆ Any natural (unmodified) roll of a “1” in combat is a  
 Critical Hit and inflicts an extra point of damage.
  i. This does not apply if a “1” is required to hit the  
   enemy.
  ii. Any Critical Hit allows the attacker to roll again  
   for an Instant Kill.
  iii. Any natural roll of 1 with this second throw 
   instantly slays the victim. 

MELEE (RESOLVE THE ATTACK)

The attacker rolls equal to or less than their PR (e.g.: ) 
on a die to score a hit, after adding any bonuses 
(e.g.: ) and subtracting any penalties (e.g.: )

RANGED ATTACKS

The attacker may target any enemy:
1) Unit (this includes Bandits and Wandering Monsters), or
2) Hero (even with a Unit in front of them), or
3) Warlord, but only if the Warlord is the last remaining enemy.

Ranged Attacks are made in the same manner as Melee 
attacks, except as regards choosing a target. Damage is also 
conducted as per a Melee attack.

USE AN ABILITY
The following activated Abilities may be used in combat, 
in lieu of other actions unless otherwise stated (refer to the 
Ability Guide for full details): 
 ➢ Breath Weapon
 ➢ Crush Fortification
 ➢ Dark Healing
 ➢ Healing
 ➢ Steal Enemy Item

CAST A SPELL
Spells that have the “Combat” timing may be played as a spell-
casting combatant’s action for a round.
Refer to the Spell card for details on the use and effect.

USE A CHARGED ITEM
Items that have charges that may be expended in combat 
(“Combat” timing) may be used as an action, if they state that 
they may be used in lieu of other actions for a round.


